Abstract. The Dirichlet problem for some non-linear partial differential equations via Perron's method is studied in the viscosity set up, by considering two families of functions, instead of one, as considered by others before. The notion of barrier at a boundary point is introduced to study the regularity of boundary points. Barriers for some non-linear operators are also constructed.
Introduction
In this paper, we try to adopt the classical Perron method of solutions of the Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian to the case of some non-linear partial differential equations and discuss the regularity of the boundary points using barrier functions.
Perron's approach in the viscosity set up was studied earlier by Ishii [2] and several others (see the references in [5] ). In these works, only one family of functions was used to get a solution. We follow here fully Perron's idea of introducing two families of functions to study the existence problem and the barrier functions for the boundary behaviour of the solutions.
Basic definitions
Let R be a bounded open set in 1W' and F: Cl x 11? x 1W' x M. -+ JR a map, where M is the space of all n x n real symmetric matrices. We study the solutions of the non-linear partial differential equation Definition 1: An extended real-valued function u on ci is said to be a viscosity supersoluiwn (respectively, a viscosity subs olution) of equation F = 0 if, for all ' E C2 (ci), u -has a local minimum (maximum) at a point x 0 E ci implies
If the function u is both a super-and subsolution of equation F = 0, then it is said to be a viscosity solution. All the solutions, super-and subsolutions considered here are only in the viscosity sense.
Let f be a real-valued function defined on Oci. We define the Perron families of functions j and W j as with the convention that the infimum and supremum over a void family is +00 and -00, respectively.
Existence of solutions
Let F be degenerate elliptic:
for all (x,r,p,X) E ci x JR x 1W' x M and V > 0, symmetric. Let us assume further that
for all x E ci and F is monotone non-decreasing in the sense that 
for all x E Several sets of conditions on the map F under which the above comparison property holds, appear in [4] .
Let us assume that f is a bounded function defined on 8. Then, by using similar arguments as in [2] , it can be proved that both H j and jj1 are solutions of the equation F = 0. But, they need not be continuous. By the comparison theorem, it follows that every u E 'I', is less than or equal toevery v E 4 j . Hence H f <H 1 on Definition 2 (see [6] ): The function f is said to be semi-resoluisve if H 1 = H,. If f is seii-resolutive, then the above common value is denoted by Hj.
Definition 3: The function f is said to be resolutive if f is semi-resolutive and H1 is continuous.
Theorem 1: If {f,,} is a sequence of semi-resolutive (resp. resolutive) functions
converging to f uniformly on 3l, then this limit function f is also semi-resolutive (reip.
resoluiive) and Hj,, -+ Hj uniformly on
For the proof of this theorem, we need the following lemma which can be easily proved. 
Since f,, are semi-resolutive for all n, it follows that IH, -5 2e for all e > 0. This implies that H1 = 114, proving that j r is semi-resolutive • From inequalities (3.4) we also get the estimate IH, -Hi I <C on 11 for all n N(E). This implies that the sequence {H1 ) converges to Hj uniformly on Q. Thus, if the functions f,, are resolutive for all n, so is also the function f. As every convex function 'I' is a uniform limit of C2 convex functions, it follows from Theorem 1 that if f = 'I on OC1, then f is seii-resolutive and H1 is lower semicontinuous.
Theorem 2: Let f E C(O1
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Regular points and barrier functions
Let F be as in (2.1) and the function f be semi-resolutive. Now, we seek conditions on Q so that if f is continuous on an, then Hj (y) -1(X) as y € Q -i X for all X E an To this end, we define the notion of a barrier at a boundary point. 
= 1(X0) + e +(M-1(X0)).
MI
Then wC is a supersolution. Let us prove that wC € 4's. Let X € OQ be such that IX -Xo :5 6. Then liminf we (y) > 1(X0) + e -a 1(X). As e > 0 is arbitrary, urn sup Hj(y) :5 1(Xo).
p-Xo,VEi1
Let in <infZE 1(X) and m2 <0 be such that
for all X with IX -Xo I > 6. Define
Then We is a subsolution and let us prove that w € W1. Let X € all be such that IX -X 0 I < 6. By the choice of in and m2, 
<1(X).
Hence w E W 1 and Ii, ^: w. Therefore liminf (y) > liminf We(Y) = 1(X0) -e.
p-.Xo,yEfl y-Xo,yEQ
As e >0 is arbitrary, lirninf... x0€0 H1(y) ^! 1(X0 ). Thus, 
Barrier functions for some 1l and some operators
In this section, we shall construct barriers for some operators F and some domains Q.
Example 1: Consider the quasilinear degenerate elliptic equations of the type
where a E C(JR", Mn ). This type is considered in [4] . We shall construt a barrier at every boundary point of a ball B(y; r) C 1. Then it is seen easily that
Let us assume further that inf{(a(x)x,x)) =m>0. for all X E OQ.
